ABSTRACT. In this paper we consider Hausdorff locally solid Riesz spaces (L, r) and we denote by (L, r) the Hausdorff topological completion of (L, r). It is proved that (L, r) is a Hausdorff locally «olid Riesz space containing L as a Riesz subspace. We study the properties of (L, f) which are inherited by (L, r).
(A, 0): a \, 9 and la ] r-Cauchy implies a -► 9, (A, i): un i 9 implies un -^* 9, (A, ii): ua[9 implies aa ±> 9, (A, iii): 9 < u Î < a implies that la ] is a r-Cauchy sequence, i.e., every order bounded increasing sequence in L is a r-Cauchy sequence, (A, iv): 9 < ua | < a implies that |aal is a r-Cauchy net, i.e., every order bounded increasing net is a r-Cauchy net, (B, i): 9 < a Î and {a } r-bounded implies that |a I is a r-Cauchy net, (B, ii): 9 < ua î and |aaj r-bounded implies that |aal is a r-Cauchy net.
(A subset S of a topological vector space (E, r) is called r-bounded if for every neighborhood V of the origin there exists a positive number À > 0 (depending on V) such that XA Ç V (see [4, p. 108]) .)
The next theorem gives some information about the interrelation of the above properties.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then we can verify the following properties:
(1) r is a sequentially complete but not a complete topology. The following two lemmas will be useful later. (ii) // aa T and aa-^-> a, then aa T a in L. A similar statement holds for decreasing nets.
(iii) Every band of L is r-closed.
Proof. First we note that since r is a Hausdorff topology L is r-closed, simply because L = \u e L: u~ = 01.
(i) Let 6 < nu < v for « = 1, 2, •• • and some a, v e L .
Then we have 9 < v/n -a -A-a e L , which implies a = 9.
(ii) For fixed aQ we have ua -a > 9 for all a> aQ.
It follows from this that u -ua >9. This shows that a is an upper bound of |aa!. Now if ua <v for all a., then 9 < v -aa-£-» v-u. Hence u < v. This shows that ua T a. tion. We shall call (L, r) the topological completion of (L, r).
We start with the following important theorem. (i) L is an ideal of L.
(ii) Every order interval of L is r-complete.
it is enough to show that every interval [9, u] (a e L ) is r-complete. So let |/al be a r-Cauchy net such that 9 <fa<u for all a e \a\, u is fixed in L . Then fa -£-» / in L for some / in £.
It follows that 9 <f <u and so since L is an ideal of L we obtain / in L, i.e.,
[0, a] is r -complete.
(ii) =» (i). Assume 9 < / < «, / eL and u e L . We have to show that / is in L , since L is a Riesz subspace of L. We pick a net |/a! Ç L such that /a-^-» /•
We may suppose that 9 <fa<u for all a, otherwise we replace each fa by /a A u.
The r-completeness of [0, a] and the Hausdorff property of r imply that / is in L, Proof, (i) -» (ii). Let \fj Ç L* be a r-Cauchy net such that fa^0 in L.
It follows that there exists a net lga! Ç L such that 0 < fa < ga [ 0 in L. By hypothesis we have also ga 1 0 in L. We note that f/a! being a r-Cauchy net, is also a f-Cauchy net, so fa-> f for some j eL. But, for fixed ß e \a] and a > ß
we have 0 <fa<ga<gß which shows that 0 < /<go in L for all j8 e ¡a}. It follows then that / = 0, so fa-^* 0, i.e., /a-^+ 0.
(ii) «■*• (i). Let /a 1 0 in L and assume that fa>f>0 loi all a e (a? in L.
We have to show that / = 0. Let fg. (i) L = L, i.e., L is r-complete.
(ii) For every f, g eL with f < g there exists f e L such that f < / < g. (i) L = K.
(ii) For every f, g e K with f < g there exists u eL such that f < u < g.
Proof. It is evident-that (i) =» (ii). We have only to show that (ii) ^ (i). To
this end let 0 < u* e K. Let A * be the ideal generated by u* in K. Then Lj -L C\A * is a Riesz subspace of A * such that for every /*, g* in A *, /* < g* there is u eLj with f* <u<g*. Then gQ e A », gQ(x) = 1 for all x not in V x , g0(xQ) = 0 and 0 < g0 < â* = 1.
Now if X consists of one point then C(X) = R and from this it follows easily that a* eL and so a* e L.
Now let X contain more than one point and let x., x2 in X be such that Next pick a solid r-neighborhood of zero Wl such that Wj + Wl Ç V. Let V2 = IV.. Now pick a solid r-neighborhood of zero W2 such that W2 + W2 C "/,. Let V, = W..
Proceeding this way we construct the above sequence ÍV"|.
Given n e N, choose an element e eL such that / -e \ e V ,. Con-°n (1) (L,y) is T'-complete. (4) L is y -dense in L.
The following lemma gives some information about the topological completions. Proof. Let IV i be a countable basis of the neighborhood system of the origin of £ consisting of solid sets and let / 1 0 in £. We shall show that fn^-*0.
For a given n e N, let û e U be such that 0 < / < û and 2 -/ e V . is r-bounded. This implies that \f -f \ is r-bounded.
* ' n n
We observe now that / = / -(/ -/ ) for n = 1, 2, • • « and by hypothesis 1 n ' n ' n * n » {/ } is a r-bounded sequence. Hence \f \ is a r-bounded sequence of £ and so surely it is a r-bounded sequence of L. Now, since (L, r) satisfies (B, i) \fn\ is a r-Cauchy sequence of L and so it is also a ?-Cauchy sequence of £.
This implies in particular that \fn -f \ e V .2 tot all n, m>nQ> k + 3. (i) L satisfies condition (A, 0).
(ii) For every 9 < f eL there exists f eL such that 9 < f < f.
(iii) For every 0 < / e £ we have f = sup 1/ e L: 0 < / < /1,
The embedding of L into L preserves arbitrary suprema and infima, i.e., f i 9 in L implies fal 9 in L.
(v) The embedding of L into L preserves countable infima and countable suprema, i.e., f 10 in L implies f I 9 in L.
Note. Condition (iii) is expressed by saying that L is order dense in L.
Proof, (ii) «=> (iii). Suppose that (iii) holds and 0 </ eL. Since / = sup 1/ e L: 9 < / < / ! in £ it follows that 0 < / < / for some f in L and this shows that (ii) holds. Suppose now that (ii) holds, and 0 < / eL. Let g e L be such that / e L; 0 < / < / implies /< g. Assume further that g < /. If g < /, then since
(ii) holds, we have 0 < / < / -g<f fot some 0 < / e L. This also implies, according to our assumptions, that 9 < f < g and so 0 < 2/ < / which also implies 0 < 2/ < g. Proceeding inductively we see that 9 < nf < f fot n = 1, 2, • • • and 0 < /.
This contradicts the fact that L is Archimedean (Lemma 1. Dedekind complete.
